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Results,

Fr

SOCIOLOGY 5 STUDY

Dpta were obtained from 849 students enrolled Sociology 5 classes for,
the year 1974, 300 in'1975, and 304 in 1976. Twelve students in 1974 an4 one
in 1975 showed no wor.k completed or, incompletes

.

Table 1 Indicates the grades of these studentS'in Sociology..5. The data
indicate that the years 1975 and 1976 haci grade distributi.ons that were rela-
tively consistent (within four percentage points for any grade)' while the year
1974 was much more inconsistent (as high as 17 percentage Points different).
When the frequencies from which the above percentages were compared among years
-according toa cIfi- square analysjs, it -was found that there was no significant
difference between 1975 and 1976 (X2=9.61) while significant differences at the
..001 ,level of significance was derived when comparing the years 1974 and 1975 ,

o
(X2=96.38) and the years 1974 and 1976 (X2=68.38).

The data were combined in a d\fference grouping according to A, B, C; 1

D, F; W, WF; and drOp to obtain the distribution shown in Table 2. Differences ,

in F grades and also W, WF grades are similar among the three ears, However,
A, B, C grades and dropLare-Very different, The A-,-"Btt--gra.desc-onstituted

about one -half of the grades in 1974 and about three-fourths in 1975 and,1976.
The per cent of drops WAs 51 per cent in 1974 and 4.3 per cent and 10.6 per
scent in 1975 and 1976, respectively. A chi-square analysis showed significant
difference9 of p<.001 for the 1974-la75 comparison (X2=92.91) and for the 1974-
1976 Comparilbm(X2=61.29) .

When only the grades of A, B, and C were analyzed among the three years
to deterti4e differences, they were found to be not significant according to a
.chi-squar:e analysis. Table 3 shows the per cent distribution,

F

Over the three-yea4.,..5.tudy, fite instructors were involved in the study.
A comparison was Tadd of the grade distr-ibution of these instructoh. Code

numbers were appliedito them for the analysis. The distribUtions were subjected
.tb,a chi-square anal'ysi's to determine significant differences, among the grade

. distribuiions, A summary.of the analysis is presented in Table 4. In general,

the data show that signifi.cant differeiNes of grade.S'"Oven to students among
instructors exists forthe years 4974 and-1976. HoW ier, in 1975 significant
differences in grade distribution's were not obtained,
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. Table 1

RADE DISTRIBUTiONBY'PER CENT OF SOCIOLOGY 5 CLASSES
/

- .FOVITIE YEARS 1974, 1975, ANDf1976

YEAR ,A tE3 C
.

D F:
t

W & WF ID* SD** TOTAL**'*

1974'

1975
_..

1976

8,0

16.3

16,5

19.7

211.0

26.4 .

e .
e /1

2219._

32,3

31.7

5,0.

.4.3

3:6

13,4

14.7

/1.2

18,2

1..3*

k

3.6

12,8

3,0
\

6 .9

I
100,0 0837J

/

100,0 (300)

/ p

100.0/(303)

/
./

, / ?

*ID Signifies,Instructor Drop , /

o
**$D Signifies Student Drop %

3-'
/

*** The number in the parenthesis indicates the total number of students
receixing grades for the designated nar. ,
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Table

CONDENSED GRADE DISTRIBUTION BY PER CENT OF /r

/ .

." SOCIOLOGY 5 CLASSES FOR THE YEARS 1974, 1975, AND 1976

YEAR A, B & C S F
-17=f,4

W & WE DROP

1974 50.6 5.0 13.,4

.1975 76.7 4.3 1 it .

O

1976 ,74.6 3.6 11.2

31.0?

V

'4.3 t ;

10,6
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Table 3

.DISTRIBUTION CF A, B, AND C GRADES BY PER CENT OF

.

SOCIOLOGY 5 CLASSES FOR THE YEARS 1974, 1975, AND 1976.

J 4

Z

YEAR A
.

B C TOTAL* OF Ap 6; ANp C -GRADE&

$

I

197 15.8 38.9 45:3 100.0 (424)

1975 21.3 36.5 042.2r., 100.0 (230)

1976 i e.22t1 35.4 42.5 100.0 (226)

-

*Theonumber in the parenthesis indicates the total number of students.
receiving.grades for the designated year.
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Table 4

SUNMARY-RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE YSES

AMONG 'INSTRUCTORS FOR -11-1E. YEARS' 197/4, q.975, AND 197.6

YEAR INSTRUCTORS COMPARED

,

- 1971+

V

1 and 2'
1..end 3

.:

t and 4
1 and 5

.

1975

1976

2. and 3

2- and 4

Viand 5
-3.and 4
3 and

4 arad 5 ,

1 and 2

. 1 and 3
1 and 4

/ 2 and 3
2 and 4
3 and 4
1 and 3
1 and 9

3 and

CH100.UAR SIGNIFICANCE

22.46
18,47

14.39

.01

.01

,05
.

2$.70 .001

.0

.001

31.35 .001

.001

21.28 .011.

.30.95 .001

)12..57 N,S. .0*"wle

7.73.
7:64'

N.S.

N.S.
11.94 N.S.I

13.08 ,05.

20.33 .01

63.34 ,001

:20.59 .001.
16.10 .p1
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THE NGLISH PREREQUISITE AND SOCIOLOGY AA - t
.. t

,

.. ,

4,Begi.:nning inthe Fall, 1915 semester, Soc. 5A '(Principless.of'Socioloq)
Irequired the prerequisite: "Eligibility for English 1A or'consent
.of instructor." The Offite.of Research completed a study of.: the' - .
impact of this .prerequisite for the two year period that foIi4ed '...

- . (1975-76.and 1976 -7 ?) with, a comparison of data 4'or the prev' us,
__- year (1974-75) when'no prerequisite was required. The study was

(
' completed by Jerry C. Garlock-on OctolSer'25, 1977,and presented

to the department for the purpose of helping to evaluate.the outcomes
of the prerequisite. A copy of this study.follows this sanimary
ong with a pilot study completed in 1974 which correlated dropout
d failure experiences with poor performance on the'English Placement .

Test. 'This paper seeks to evaluate these findings and examine some
additional data regarding divisional drop rates and, enro ment . .

Patterns. . ,

.

4 THE alIONS: the open door; the closed door, the revolving door,
and .the alternative door?

The decision of the department to try outthe nglish prerequisite
to deal with the problem of increasing failUfes avid dropouts in the
Soc. 5A course was the product of much disc ssian. There was a'
desire to maintain in this college-transf course a proper level
of academic standards in course content instructional activities,
and grading. ,Quiteaside from the grading and dropout data available
in 1974, there was Concern about the y in which,a large number of.
students lacking basic reading aid anguage sk is advertely influenced
instructional.activities and limaete e use of co lege level materials

The department had always bbe ,Committed to a policy the open
door with respect to its co se pfferings. However, it had become
apparent that for many st enis the open-door had become a revolving
dopr circulating dropou and failures. Soc. 5A became the places
of discovery for illiteracy, possibly aproduct bf 'the large number
of students who ignore both the benefitt-of knowledge from placement

.

tests and the availability of professional program advisement.
Undobtedly many academic courses in the institution share this
problem. And unfortunately whatrwas once a problem o s

individuals may become a problem of collective beha r. Often
there is a "tipping factor" when the number of epared students
can influence classrcWm interaction to the p nt the able'student "-

is denied the opportunity to a truly colleg -level learning
experience. The Sociology Department sought tp correct this problem
for one of its courses.

Although Soc. 5A was restricted in the-Fall of 197_51 the 'department
revised iIs other_course.offerings with several new offerings
with the approval,of the General Curriculum Committee. The oourse
gocial'Issues in AmericatSoc. 4) was developed to meet the needs of
students not accommodated -by:Soc. 5A. This course was idealized 'in

-6-
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terms. of especially readable materials, concrete subject matter
with a 'minimum of abstract general;iaton; less focus on theory
andcOncepts,. and a,very,strong commitment to the utilization of
audio-visual aids to help those 0/hofare purpoFted to, learn oy
watching and listening. It Was, the hope of, the department that
the Counseling Cenier would provide effedtive program advisement.
to encourage enrollment inthis alternative course along with other
choices such as Marriage and Family Living (Soc. 2) and Problems,
of Marriage (Soc. 3). Counselors' were informed of this course --

.atld its target clientele, andit may also be mentioned that all
English instructors were contacted by letter advising them of the
Soc. 5A English prerequisite with the request that they might be
encouraging to those students completing'Eriglish 1A as to the
availability of Soc. 5A_as an improved college transfer course.
Now what were the .buteomes of these challges and.effortsq

DROPOUT RATES

According'to the Garlock data there are both substantive and
statistically significant .differences in dropout rates for the
three years covered in .the .Dropouts during 'the first
six weeks for the fall semesters of 1974, 1975; and 2976 follow:

. .
.

Table 1 .1974. (No prerequisite)
1975 (Prerequisite) . . 4\3%
1976 (Prerequisite). 10.

When W and
.

WF grades are added to the abo
occur:

.

, ' I

8

e, the following percentagesi

Table 2 1974 . (No pPerequisitelz 44.4%
1975 (Prerequisite) ' I.%
1976 (Prerequisite) '' 21.8%

.

4 , .

',This evidence shoUld a least suggest the importance of basic
English 'skills in inflilencipg dropout e erience in thi.s course,
and perhaps others that depend heavily language facility.' .

What is the most current experiende co cerning .dropouts in other
,Behavioral Science courses for purpose5of comparison?'

T b e 3- '3_a psych. 5.sych. 8 Anthro. 1
%

Anthro, 2
sPrin, '77
Fall j'76
Sprihg '76
Fall '75
Spring '75

, P'all- '74

33%
*30%

. 30%
27%.
26%

. 23%

,

'-

.

53%
38$
34%

, 40%*
34%,
40 %

4"T

..

4/0
49%.

2 470

33%

41%
35%
38%
36%

- o%

I

Soc. 4
30%
33%

40%
30g%(oc..4
25%(soc.4

The dropout phenomenon is obviously not confined to a single course
in-terms of-student casualties and instructional costs as evidenced
by,.the.above data'. It is certainly not unique to the Beha:yioral
Science Division as noted in another 'study. However, if there is

-7- 9 ,
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'serious professional concern among the faculty and administration
for the costs and casualties of our "dropout oparation then these
data s9ggest what can be done about,the problem. . First, students.
need a realistic 'appraisal of their skills .in relation to their
academic objectives. Second, departments should identify courses

) .,requiring basic skills compatible with'instructional.rmaterials
and activities. Third, the registratibn prdcess must effectively
epfdroe these'directions. Fourth, alternatiye and remedial courses
should be available to serve students who are deficient in basic
survival

I

IMPROVEMENTS IN, COURSE GRADES
c.

Of particular interest to the sociology.fachlti in the Garlock
data was the ,significant improvem,nt:in course grades following
implementation of the English prerequisite. Taken from, the
grade distributidn data_ard the following statistics: ,.

D & FYear gall semester) A, B, & C

1974 (No prereqi.iite). -50.6% 5.0%
1975 (Prerequisite) 76.. % 4.3%
1976 (Prerequisite) 74. 3.6%

*1

Not only did the condition of eligibility for English 1A strikingly
correlate with a much lower dropout rate, but those who completed
the course showed evidence of higher academic.achievement. According
to, an analysis by Dr. Garlock this outcorm was not the function of 0

some minor differerices in the proportion of courses thatwere taught
by different instructors during these three years compared.

CHANGING ENROLLMENT PATTERNS

e

The following enrollment data describes changes in courses fOr the
three year study periDd: .

Year
of

SoC.,2 & q. Soc. 4 or 6 Sop. 5A Psych. 3
. .

..1974 No prereq..) 1085 687 139'6 3915
Y.F 197.5 (Prereq.) 1300 869 672-%- 4430

1976 '(Prereq.) 816 784 . 598 4384
* onlyFall '77 273 364 . 287 2076

. ,
. .

The impact of the English' frerequisite.on,department'enrollments,
u can be,seen with varying.kinds'of conjecture. Most significant is

the decline in Soc. 5A enrollment, with the introduCtion of the
, prerequisite. There was 4 decline of 7244enrollees i1 th4 course:
Howe1er, there was an increase of 397 enrollees in other sociology
courses for-the first year of the-prerequisite plus an'increase of
515 students in Psychology 5, the latter statistic seemingly of less
-interest to the sociology staff. It is,aaso quite probable that

-;
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students denied enrollment in Soc 5A simply transferred their
interest to other courses without distress. It is also possible
that the statement in the class schedule about the English prerequisite
might have discouraged enrollment among some eligible but unmotivated
students who view rather onlinously the prospect of term papers,
wrItten reports, or essay exaMinations. While sociology enrollments

- across the nation are undergoing a rather striking shrinkage, it ,is
clear. that the precipitous drop in Soc. 5A during the first year
of the prerequisite was not,due to ordinary, causes. Obviously,
tighteningadmission resultsrin.fewer sections. Now the Sociology
Department, and any other department down the road, may rightfully
ask whether-acakmic gains previously cited justify the consequences
ofenrollment.decline in a given course., Unfortunately the focus
of such an evaluation can readily become blurred by-contlicing
interests and desarres A department members, and this has certainly
happened in thee Sociology Department. b

First, there is the problem of sharing fewer.sections of a course
among instructors.- What can be done with the instructor who is
unwilling to teact'anything else?

,Second, what can be done to increase interestand effectiveness
in working with the'less able student enrolled in mainstream courses?

'whatIcan-be done to insure that junior members of departments
y6.11%not be adversely affected by a delclihe in a course enrollment.

Fourth, what is the actual likelihood-that.other departments and
divisions will share the concerns:of the Sociology Department and
take singliar action to upgrade academic_standards? lAiatiof.those
among us who do not care about, the dropout problem and failures
thoSe who have kissed off professional standards of acadeNic
performance, those who ignore reasonable standards .of grading,-and
even those whosireact to theoc. 5A explAialtnt with the cry, "Send

.

us'your cannon fodder; our enrollment is down!"?

Hopefully the Academic Council will endorse the subsAnce of the
Educational Policies Committee report regarding academic standards,
and divisions will carefully study these, proposals for implementation
for the benefit of. our students.

Joseph E. Ribal
Behavioral Sciences Divisison-
December 6, 1977 UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.

- LOS ANGELES

JAN 1 31978.
CLEARINGHOUSE FOR, 'JUNIOR COLLEGES
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